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1 - Joining The Team

The Chaotix are fighting Eggman's Robots

Vector:it's no use there's too many of them

then a hedgehog girl shows up

Charmy: *looks* hey look!

Espio:huh?

She helps them fight Eggman's robots

Both: *fights*

then after fighting them the robots are defeated and destroyed

Espio:thanks for helping us

Charmy:yeah

Natsume:no prob

Vector:so what's your name?

Natsume:my name's Natsume

Vector:nice to meet you

Espio and Charmy:yea

Natsume:so who are you guys?

Vector:im vector and this is espio and charmy we're Team Chaotix

Natsume:cool nice to meet u guys

Vector:yeah say would you like to join our team?

Natsume:you mean team up with you guys?

Both:yeah



Natsume:sure



2 - a reward or something

Vector:great

the 4 of them went home

Natsume:so um where do i sleep

Vector:there's a spare room you can sleep in

Natsume:oh ok night

Both:night

so the 4 of them went to sleep

*the next day*

Vector and Charmy: *is watching tv*

Espio: *reading*

Natsume: *looking at a newspaper* hm?....hey guys look at this

Espio:hm?

Vector: *looks* what is it?

Natsume: *shows it to vector*

Charmy:what does it say?

it says a thief has escaped from jail whoever can captured him will get a reward

Vector:a reward?come on let's go

Charmy:right

Espio:ok

Natsume:alright



3 - vector is kidnapped

Meanwhile

a thief in the city stealing jewelry

Natsume:not so fast criminal

Thief: *turns around* huh?

Vector:your in alot of trouble

Espio:that's right

Charmy:yeah

Thief:heh is that so?

Natsume:yes *hits the thief*

Vector:whoa

Charmy:go natsume

so the team starts to the fight the thief then all of a sudden a mysterious person sneaks up on vector and
kidnaps him

Theif: *is beat up*

Espio:looks like your goin back to jail

Charmy:yeah

Natsume:wait a mintute where's vector?

Charmy:he was here with us when we were fighting the thief

Espio:yeah

Natsume:but where is he?do you think he got kidnapped when we weren't looking

Espio:probably

Natsume:then let's go find him



4 - natsume's enemy

Espio and Charmy:ok

meanwhile vector wakes up and he's tied in a chair

Eggman:well if it isn't vector

Vector:eggman?!you kidnap me?

then he hear a girl's voice

???:no i kidnap you *hiding in a shadow but comes out of the shadow*

Vector:who are you?

???:the names Iris im natsume's enemy

Vector:why'd you kidna-- *before he could say something he got frozen up*

Iris: *uses her powers to freeze vector*

vector can't move cause he's frozen up

Iris:hehe the croc is frozen now to go after natsume and the others

Eggman: *evil smile* robots go after the girl and the croc's team

the robots does so and heads out to go after them

meanwhile natsume,espio and charmy were still looking for vector

Natsume:we been searching for hours where could he be?

Espio:hmmm dk

Charmy: *looks* um guys...

Natsume:what is it charmy *looks up and see's eggman's robots*

eggman's robots shows up and finds them

Espio:it looks like eggman sent his robots to find us



Natsume:let's fight them

Espio and Charmy:right

they fight off eggman's robots



5 - charmy kidnapped

they keep fighting until someone threw a smoke bomb and kidnapped Charmy

Espio: *coughs* who threw the smoke bomb?

Natsume: *coughs a bit* i don't know....hey where's Charmy?

Espio:i don't know where he is

Natsume:maybe the person kidnapped him come on let's go

Espio:ok but where?

Natsume:hmmm

Meanwhile

Charmy:where am i?why's the room so dark?

the light turns on he's in a chair tied up and see's vector tied up but frozen up

Charmy:vector!

Eggman:hello there little bee

Charmy:eggman let me and vector go u meanie

Eggman:oh i don't think so in fact im not the one who did it

Charmy:well then who did?

Iris:I did

Charmy: *looks* your the one who did it?

Iris:yes

Charmy:unfreeze him right now

Iris:i don't think so

Charmy:why not?



Iris:because i said so

Charmy:wait till espio and natsume comes to rescue us

Iris:you mean that hedgehog girl?

Charmy:yea---wait u know natsume?

Iris:hehe of course im natsume's enemy

Charmy:grrr we're gonna kick your butt when natsume and espio comes

Iris:oh is that so?i'll go find her and your friend *she disappear*



6 - espio kidnapped

meanwhile

Natsume: *looks* we search everywhere did you think a person took charmy in a secret lair or
something?

Espio:don't know

Iris appears and see's them

Iris:well if isn't my enemy natsume

Natsume:Iris!

Espio:you know her?

Natsume:of course i know her she's my enemy

Iris:heheh that's right and i kidnap the little bee and the croc

Natsume:you kidnap vector and charmy?

Iris:mm-hmm

Natsume:where?

Iris:in a secret place but im not telling you

Espio:tell us!

Iris:make me

Natsume and Espio fights her

Iris:grrrr

Natsume:tell us now!

Iris:never *throws a smoke bomb and knocks out natsume*

then she kidnaps espio and disappear

Natsume: *wakes up quickly and see's that iris kidnap epsio* i had to rescue them but where is the



secret place?



7 - knows a secret place

meanwhile at the sceret place

Espio:Ugh....where am I?

Charmy:Espio!

Espio:Charmy?Is that you?

Charmy:Yes

the lights are turned on,he found himself tied in a chair

Epsio:Why am I tied in a chair? *then he see's Vector who is still frozen* Vector!What happened to him?

Charmy:He's frozen

Iris: *her voice is heard* I did it,I use my powers to freeze him *comes out of the shadows*

Epsio:You!

Iris:Of course,it's me

Eggman:We got you now *chuckles evily*

Espio:Eggman!

Iris:Now,I get to finally control you three and make you come to the dark side

Espio:Never!

Iris:Oh,what a shame....I'll make you *walks over*

Charmy:I don't wanna!Where's Natsume?

Espio:Idk,but I'm sure she'll show up

Iris: *laughs evily* I don't think so,she has to find the secret place first.

meanwhile in the city

Natsume:I had to rescue my team,but don't know where the secret place is.I kept searching but still
nothing...



all of a sudden a blue hedgehog came running and see Natsume,he stops

Sonic:Hey,what's wrong?

Natsume:I can't find the secret place where Iris and Eggman are in

Sonic:Wait,did you say Eggman?

Natsume:Yes

Sonic:I know where he and that girl is

Natsume:Really?Where?

Sonic: *whispers to her*

Natsume:Oh,alright.Now I can rescue Espio,Charmy and Vector.

Sonic:Team Chaotix?

Natsume:You know them?

Sonic:Of course

Natsume:Thanks for the help.Um...

Sonic:Sonic the hedgehog,you?

Natsume:Natsume the hedgehog

Sonic:Nice to meet you.Well,I got to go,bye *he runs off*

Natsume:Bye,now to find my team mates *she runs*

meanwhile back at the secret place

Iris: *prepare to control them*

Charmy:Ah,it's no use!

Espio:Your not getting away with this!

Iris: *laughs evily again* 

suddenly some crashes in and it's Natsume



Charmy: *see's her* Look,it's Natsume!We're saved!

Espio: *looks* Natsume!

Iris: *looks* What the...How did you get here?

Natsume:It is located in the lair that your in

Eggman:How did you figure it out?

Natsume:Sonic

Eggman:Sonic?That blasted hedgehog!Robots,get her!

robots have show up and attacks

Natsume:Not on my watch *she fights them*

Iris:This will keep her busy

Espio: *has a kunai knife in his hand,cuts the rope and he was free*

Iris: *she looks* Now hold still,you...

Espio: *fights her*

Iris:What the...why you...

Natsume:Espio,free Charmy and Espio! *fights the robots still*

Espio:On it *fights Iris* Unfreeze Vector,right now

Iris:Never *however Natsume appear behind her and hits her*

Iris:Gah!

Natsume: *grabs her* Now!

Iris:Argh....ALRIGHT! *she uses her magic on Vector,he is unfrozen*

Vector: *eyes blink and looks around* What happened?

Charmy;Vector!Your alright,Iris must've use her magic and freeze you

Vector:What?!Oh,she's gonna pay

Natsume:Espio,untied Vector and Charmy



Espio:Alright *he goes to untied them,their free*

Charmy:Yay! *flying*

Vector:Ah,finally

Natsume:Now let's beat Eggman's robots

Both:Right!

they fight all of his robots.the robots were all destoryed and beaten

Eggman:No!

Natsume: *she looks* Your,next Eggman

Charmy:Yeah!

somehow Eggman pressed the button,the eggman ship shows up

Eggman: *gets in* I'll get you next time,Team Chaotix!

Vector:Yeah,right

Iris:And I'll get you,Natsume

Natsume:Pft

Iris:We'll meet again

the ship went flying and left

Vector:Thanks for rescuing us

Espio:Yeah,who told you about the secret lair?

Natsume:It was the blue hedgehog,Sonic

Both:Sonic?

Natsume:You know him

Charmy:Yeah ^^

Natsume:Oh



Vector: *yawns* All this fighting is making me tired

Espio:Yeah,a long day of fighting eggman and his robots

Natsume:Let's head back

Espio:Okay

the 4 of them went back home
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